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        COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVENESS WORKSHOP 

Most adults utter about 16,000 words each day.  And while many of us think that women are 
chattier than men, the difference between the sexes is actually negligible: 16,215 words for 
women versus 15,669 for men1.  However one looks at it, that’s a lot of words.  And since we 
spend 8 or so hours a day in the workplace, most of them are directed to our colleagues.   

 
LOTS OF TALKING…HOW MUCH LISTENING? 

Unfortunately, much of what we say in the workplace falls on deaf ears.  Some of this is due 
to our inability to be clear, concise and compelling when we speak. But mostly, our audience 
doesn’t listen very well.  Think about what you do when you are supposed to be listening to 
your colleagues. If you are like most people, you wander off to think about your to-do list, or 
get distracted by texts or tweets or e-mails or ringing phones, or plan what you will say in 
response, or worse, get impatient and interrupt.  

Perhaps we are such poor listeners because we are able to hear at rates much faster than 
we can speak. Most of us speak at a rate of about 150 words per minute; but we can hear 
about 1,000 words per minute. There’s a lot of time in there to get distracted, wander off or 
become impatient.  

Yet, the quality of our communication—both speaking and listening—is critical to workplace 
performance.  We coach, inspire, motivate, challenge, solve problems, make decisions, 
resolve conflicts, assign tasks, demonstrate integrity, foster creativity, make commitments 
and build trust through communication.  

Listening actively and speaking effectively are critical for workplace productivity and business 
performance.  Both can be learned.  Business Navigation Group (BNG) has helped 
executives increase their workplace performance for more than 20 years. Our client 
executives come from large Fortune 50 companies, small early stage entrepreneurships, 
trade associations, professional services firms, investment partnerships and non- p r o f i t  
organizations.  

Differences in culture,  g e n d e r  o r  generation can make effective communications difficult.  
Face-to-face communication has become increasingly rare as employees, colleagues and 
customers are often not co-located.   

And, the challenges of who executives are communicating with is often exacerbated by what 
must be communicated.  Many executives are trying to enter new markets, align teams in 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Mehl, Vazine, Raimires-Esparza, Slatcher and Pennebaker, Are Women Really More Talkative Than Men? Science, 6 July 2007, 
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the face of changing strategies, integrate new teams from mergers or acquisitions or 
improve existing teams whose performance has declined or whose charter has changed.   

The executives we assist come from every functional discipline and a large variety of 
industries.  Their companies are global, diverse, and challenged by the demands of 
shareholders, competitors, suppliers and customers. From this array of experiences, we 
have developed a facilitated workshop that addresses their most common communication skill 
needs.  

HOW DOES A BNG COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVENESS WORKSHOP WORK? 

A few weeks before client executives gather for a 4-6 hour workshop, they complete several 
assessments.   These are on-line and done at an executive’s convenience. None takes more 
than 10 or 15 minutes.  While the results are aggregated for discussion and presentation 
during the workshop, the individual answers remain private and known only to the executive 
him/herself.   

Client executives typically complete the following assessments before a BNG 
Communication Effectiveness Workshop: 

• The Jung Typology Profile from which an executive will learn more about his/her 
personality including the cognitive style one uses when making decisions, one’s 
proclivities to be judgmental, to appreciate detail or prefer to look at the “big picture” 
and, importantly, one’s tendency to either think before speaking or think while 
speaking.   

• An Emotional Intelligence assessment that scores six elements of one’s ability to 
perceive and express emotions in order to facilitate thinking, understanding and 
reasoning.  One of the elements tested—empathy—is critical to one’s ability to 
communicate effectively. 

• The Communication Style Assessment describes an executive’s preferred style of 
communicating.  The results can assist an executive in tailoring his/her speaking and 
listening skills to be more effective. 

During the workshop itself, client executives receive a customized packet with their private 
results of each of these assessments. Aggregated, anonymous results are presented to 
everyone participating in the workshop. This approach helps participants understand 
themselves as individuals and as members of their larger community of colleagues.  Through 
the presentation of analyzed, aggregated results, small group discussion, and a few 
exercises, client executives can reflect on their own personality traits, communication 
preferences, and thinking styles. They are then able to see how their preferences and styles 
match—or do not—those of their colleagues. 

Following this Self-Awareness phase of the workshop, client executives begin to build the 
skills needed to become more effective when communicating with others. Skills are 
enhanced as both listeners and speakers.  The specific communication skills are based upon 
a customized analysis of the executive participants.  
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Consultation with your company will determine which of these are appropriate or indeed, if 
variants or wholly new material is required.  BNG has built many specialized exercises for 
client executives, especially when the team is attempting to communicate across social 
chasms like generation, gender, ethnicity or organizational culture.  

Below is a short list of the skills BNG helps executives to build:   

• Active Listening and Responding 

• Understanding and Responding to Body Language 

• Cultural Differences in Expression 

• Effective Speaking 

• Effectively Communicating in Conflict 

• How to Speak from Empathy, not Sympathy 

• Communicating Effectively with Other Jungian Typologies 
 

Below are a few screen captures of the skills building portions from actual client workshops: 
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AFTER A BNG COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVENESS WORKSHOP 
 
From twenty years of experience in developing leadership we have learned that the time spent 
in the workshop for an executive is just one step in a journey.  Participants in our workshops 
receive individualized assistance to continue the learning, practice new skills and measure their 
progress against goals.  
 
At the end of a workshop, client executives fill out an Action Plan.  They sift through the 
workshop experience and gather together a personalized list of the key actions they commit to 
fulfilling. With our guidance, they put timelines and milestones on their plans. We also help them 
craft the analytical tools they will need to measure their progress against goals.  Below is an 
example of a handcrafted measurement tool from one of our workshops.  It was designed for an 
executive’s reports to fill out at selected intervals in his progress. 
 

Question 

Almost               Almost                   
Never                  Always 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. John listens to me when I speak with him.      

Here are my comments about that: 
 
 
Here are my thoughts about how John could make this better: 
 

 
2.   I understand John’s directions, instructions and the 
reasons for his actions and decisions.      

Here are my comments about that: 
 
 
Here are my thoughts about how John could make this better: 

 
 

2. I feel stressed when I interact with John.        

Here are my comments about that: 
 
 
Here are my thoughts about how John could make this better: 

 
 

 

Finally, choosing from an array of post-workshop tools developed by BNG can reinforce an 
executive’s skills.  Some executives elect private 1:1 coaching sessions in which they practice 
skills, analyze workplace communication successes and failures and receive customized 
additional development tools.  Others choose to participate in half-hour web-enabled 
discussions of communications issues, progress or skills.  Still others elect to receive short, 
provocative readings that reinforce what was learned during the workshop.  
 
For more information about this workshop, please call Donna Crane; +1 410.979.1300 


